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Bhubaneswar, the 3rd November, 2015

MESSAGE

It gives me immense pleasure to learn that School of Computer Engineering is about to host the 2nd Edition of the International Conference on Computational Intelligence and Networks (CINE- 2016) on 11th January, 2016 at KIIT University.

The conference is poised to present high-tech scientific outcome, promote academia industry relations and collaborative research activities in the domain of Computational Intelligence & Networks. The Conference also aims to condense the gap in the technological knowhow, exist between India and other developed nations for the convenience of our researchers.

CINE-2016 will not only assemble Scientists, Engineers, Academics, Researchers, Students and Representatives of industry from all over India and abroad but also embolden their wisdom to a new level. In this context, a congregation of distinguished Indian Scientists present on this occasion will inspire our own students to actively embrace full time research as their career objective.

Organizing an International conference of such mammoth proportion is always a challenging task and requires an out-and-out endeavor on part of the coordinators and for which they deserve accolades and appreciations from every quarters for their herculean feat.

Evidently, I commend the noble efforts and wish all the best to the organizers.

(Achyuta Samanta)
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